The Activated Seven Lupus Anticoagulant (ASLA) assay: a new test for lupus anticoagulants (LAs). Evidence that some LAs are detectable only in extrinsic pathway-based assays.
Accurate and timely detection of lupus anticoagulants (LAs) is of diagnostic and prognostic importance due to the association of persistent LAs with thrombotic disease. In the present study, a sensitive and specific assay for LAs has been developed using recombinant activated factor VII to initiate in vitro coagulation. The Activated Seven Lupus Anticoagulant (ASLA) assay uses dilute brain-derived phospholipid in the screening test and a platelet neutralization procedure (PNP) in the confirmatory test. Tests are reported as ratios of patient clotting time to normal control clotting time and percentage correction by PNP assessed for abnormal ratios. Evaluation with 70 known LA-positive plasmas demonstrated higher detection rates than with individual assays from a wide range of commonly employed LA tests. The ASLA assay identified 61 of 70 (87%) known LAs, compared with 65.7% with the most sensitive of the other assays. The various LA assays were used to test 110 plasma samples from patients with thrombotic disease previously negative for LA. These experiments demonstrated that 18 of 110 (16.4%) contained LAs detectable only in extrinsic pathway-based assays, 10 of these by ASLA testing alone. ASLA testing showed high diagnostic precision and has the potential to make a significant contribution to LA detection.